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Introduction project

For the 5th block of the Interdisciplinary Arts course in Maastricht, iArts is collaborating with 
Theater aan het Vrijthof and Ainsi. We, as twelve upcoming critically engaged artists and cultural 
entrepreneurs, have been asked to fill in the Surplus Program during a dance festival at Ainsi 
during the 5th, 6th and 7th of November 2015. During this event we will show an end work or 
sneak preview of our upcoming business in the arts. 

This document is about the performance ‘Home - The Journey’ , made by Cedric Wiegel and Raya 
van der Kroon. The project started with the question: Wouldn’t it be great if we can create a direct 
communication between dance and music? We came up with the idea to make a choreography 
that wasn’t just made over a song, but wherein the movements would result in a musical composi-
tion and vice versa. We decided to combine our personal passions - dance for Raya and music for 
Cedric - and start this journey on the integration of disciplines. 

The topic of this performance is the changing perspective on the definition of ‘Home’. Through our 
own recent experiences with moving parents and living abroad we asked ourselves the question 
‘What is home?’. What does it mean to others and how does the definition change over a lifetime?

In this position paper you will read about our artistic research on dance, music and their translation 
into the story and the technique we choose to combine the two. Furthermore, we will describe our 
theoretical research on the topic of Home and the creation and evaluation of our product: a com-
pelling performance at Ainsi. 

How to read?
• Research made by Raya is marked purple.
• Research made by Cedric is marked blue.
• Research of the both of us is marked yellow, referred to as ‘The Conversation’.
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Artistic research - DANCE 1

Creating a choreography based on a theme as a amateur dancer - Where to start? 
I decided to work on three different domains to tackle;
• How to become a better dancer?
• How to become familiar with choreographing?
• How to translate my content into form?
In my artistic research you can see the decision I made to get to these answers and 
explain the journey I went through in the last 9 weeks.

How to become a better dancer?

Throughout my life, I’ve always had a passion for dance. From the age of 12 till 17 I danced in a 
street dance group wherein I attended to some performances and contests and for over ten year I 
combined theatrical movement and dance in several theatre productions I was part of. 
So far, dance was a passion, not a profession, which is something I wanted to experiment with for 
this block. The method I choose to become more familiar with the skill of dance, was to take clas-
ses in three different dance styles - hip hop, solo latino and combi jazz - and do work-out sessions 
to physically train my body. 

In the different classes learned/ focussed on the 
following:

Hip hop
- direction
- speed / fast transitions
- precision in movement/ lines
- condition
- muscle training/ tension
- power
- height division

Combi Jazz
- fluent transitions
- flexibility
- continuous motion
- jazz/ ballet positions
- feet work
- jumps
- turns

Solo Latino
- hip movement
- attitude
- quick feet work
- femininity
- looseness
- constant height switch

Example of my dance working schedule



How to become familiar with choreographing?

To investigate the skill of choreographing I did research on inspiring people and organizations  
(mainly in The Netherlands) to get familiar with different working methods and extend my network 
through conversation and observation. The names I investigated are visible on the image. 



To get more hands on experience in the field of 
dance creation, I decided to observe and attend 
to rehearsals of dance rehearsals. The first per-
son I got in contact with was Jan van Opstal, a 
performance creator and teacher in the method of 
View Point (movement through improvisation 
techniques). He was working on a performance 
for ‘De Nederlandse Dansdagen’, with the dance 
group ‘De Parade’, rehearsing at the Tapijnkazer-
ne in Maastricht. During this observation I wrote 
down what elements in the dance (movement or 
composition wise) worked to my opinion, to con-
tribute to my own choreography. Examples are 
‘having modern movements on rhythmical music’ 
or ‘switching direction of looks’.

The second organization I got in contact with and had a short internship at, was AYA - a dance the-
atre group located in Amsterdam. With the guidance of choreographers Wies Bloemen and Jaako 
Toivonen and dramaturge Monique Masselink, AYA was in their last rehearsal phase of ‘Smart’. 
Within this performance - about the digitalization of our world and the (over)use of the smartphone 
- modern dance, theatre, visuals, music and audience interaction were combined in an interdisci-
plinary performance for youngsters. Apart from being test audience for stage interaction, my main 
goal was again to observe directions and choices of the choreographers. Examples of working 
elements to my are ‘transferring a story to audience by using text, visuals and attributes, supported 
by dance, theatrical movements and music (creating the atmosphere - tensed, relaxed, madd, 
dramatic etc.)’ or ‘using subtle theatre movements (literal expressions) repeated through a modern 
dance piece’.

Aya’s rehearsals



A third contact existed during ‘De Nederlandse Dansdagen’ at the open rehearsal of ‘Alleen de 
grootse nabijheid’ from choreographer Ryan Djojokarso and dramaturge Bram Jansen. During this 
rehearsal a group of young Dutch and Belgium dancers showed their material, wherein the 
choreography is based on translating a book and this exploration of how to do that, is used as the 
form of the performance. Watching this rehearsal and talking to the choreographers gave some 
new insights in possibilities to work as a choreographer. 

To be able to actually create a choreography myself, I got a lot 
of knowledge and tips from the book ‘Dance Composition’ by 
Jacqueline Smith-Autard. The book is a practical guide to crea-
tive success in dance making: a famous book in the education 
of dance for the last thirty years. It clearly described the transla-
tion of an idea into movement by constructing a style, creating 
motifs from improvisation, using repetition on different levels, 
working with space, time and body action, choosing the devel-
opment of intensity, a floor-plan and much more.

To answer the last question of my artistic research, on how to 
translate content into form, Cedric and I first went in conversati-
on about the content.

The Conversation 
Theoretical research

As we said in the introducti-
on, we’ve both been in re-
cent situation wherein the 
topic and definition of Home 
was questioned. What is 
home nowadays? And how 
does and has that definition 
changed over time? Our 
personal relation to home is 
visualized in the following 
moodboard. After putting 
several items on paper, we 
categorized them into pla-
ces, moments, emotions and 
personal reflec-tions.

After defining our own defini-
tion of Home, we interviewed 
other people different natio-
nalities for new input and for 
the use of text and concept 



development. We interviewed Ton van der Kroon (Dutch), Nadia Pacheco Blanca (Spanish), Nicolo 
Merendino (Italian) and Rocio Frenken (Honduran). 

We recorded and typed out the interviews - here are some examples of text we collected:
• ‘I call one place home; my farm where I was born, where I come from, where the people I belong 

with live.’ - Rocio
• ‘Home moves with me. It’s not about the things I’m bringing, but the place where I can be quiet 

and feel comfortable.’ - Nadia
• ‘We are born with parents, that we define as home, but that’s not where we’re from. Our soul is 

from our actual home. So when I’ll die, I’ll go home again.’ - Ton
• ‘Home is an active thing, not passive.’ - Nicolo

From this information onwards we created a story-
board based on he development of a persons rela-
tion towards home throughout a lifetime. The core 
of this development is based on ‘the feeling of 
home’. The transformation of having a specific lo-
cated home by growing up at with your parents 
(comfort & safety); towards a teenager’s self-ex-
plorance towards home (friction); to the time you 
move out of your house and feel ‘homeless’/ travel 
(discomfort); towards the discovery of new ways 
to define home (discovery/ curiosity); to finally 
redefining home with the people around you (love/ 
safety).

Artistic research - DANCE 2
How to translate my content into form?

From hereon I started to dance myself and practice 
in making small choreographies. For that I needed 
a work space (studio), some supporting music to 
set the atmosphere and coaching from other dan-
cers/ choreographers. 

To have a certain balance between abstract dance 
and visualizing home, I started with moves that re-
sembled home for myself. Like a hug. In a comfor-
ting stage, the move of a hug is executed in soft, 
flow and fluent (modern/ jazz) - in contrast to the 
next stage of friction, wherein the same hug is per-
formed with small shocks, literally creating friction 
in the dance (towards street dance). So I choose to 
let the form or the style of the dance be the content 
I’m dancing. 



From improvisation sessions I had based on the 
different stages of feeling, I took, reformed and re-
peated working moves that I recorded on film or 
sketched on paper. 

For further development of material I worked to-
gether with and got supporting feedback from my 
jazzdance coach Anouk Habet, dance improvisati-
on maker Jo-an Westerveld, student in theatre and 
dance productions Lin Adams, theatre and move-
ment maker Romy Roelofsen and my coach of the 
block Carla Hoekendijk.

Artistic research - MUSIC 1

At the onset of the project, the first question I tackled was “How can I compose mu-
sic that is in direct conversation with the dance performed?” In order to cater to this 
task, I had two different research questions I had to look into through the eyes of a 
musician:

-What technical skills are needed to create a direct dialog with dance?
-How do I translate our content into music\sound?

What technical skills are needed to create a direct dialog with dance?

A large part of the research question that we looked upon was how we can use technology to aid 
us in the creation of such a dialog. We reached the conclusion to use an Xbox 360 Kinect Camera, 
which will be elaborated on in the next chapter “The Conversation- Technical research”.
It was a large step out of my own comfort zone, because a certain skill level of source coding was 
a necessity to establish a stable, controllable system on which the performance could stand upon. 

Another thought that occurred to me, was that I am automatically part of the live dance performan-
ce if I am present on stage. How could I use this to benefit the performance? The idea of playing 
music live became part of the repertoire. Having a balance between pre-recorded music and live 
music was a technical skill to be reckoned with, in order to play my part in the performance. I follo-



wed the notion of musique concrete, where the utilization of objects to create music and sounds 
serves as the basic principle. I experimented with live MIDI control of parameters via a MIDI key-
board to use as a tool to support the dialog. Further down the road of creation, it became apparent 
that this tool would not be the most optimal or supporting and therefore we decided to leave it out. 

In conclusion, the specific skills that I focused on during composition in general contained:

DAW Recording + Handling
- Mixing environmental recording samples (Basic EQing LP + HP filtering etc.)
- Utilizing the DAW with less structure; effective snap gridding and tempo mapping for ex.
- Re-routing input signals from one track to another to manipulate sound output

MIDI Signal Live Control 
- Manipulating parameters of tracks (pan, volume, envelopes in general) for live control
- Composition of music by designing new sounds 
- Triggering samples via trigger pads 
- Constructing a system of communication between different MIDI gear (MASCHINE + Keyboard)

Interactive Sound Control (via Kinect)
- Source coding for communication between Kinect and Reaper
- Adjusting + assigning live parameters to specific movement of choreography

Internship

To support my knowledge in these fields, I began an internship at STEIM, a studio for electronic 
instrumental music in Amsterdam, where I was able have an intense exchange of experience with 
artists and employees. I used the musical equipment at STEIM, which expanded my possibilities of 
experimentation. 



THE CONVERSATION
Technical research

To create the direct conversation between dance and music during a live performance, we had to 
investigate our options and see what has been done before. One way to research that was by rea-
ding books, such as  ‘Permance and Technology - Practises of visual embodiment and interactivity’ 
by Susan Broadhurst and Josephine Machon. Another way was to talk to experts like Marie van 
Vollenhoven, Marloeke van der Vlugt and Hans Lasschuit.  

Marie van Vollenhoven is a multi-disci-
plinary artist, who’s currently working on 
a performance combining live dance 
with music and visuals, called ‘Infinity’. 
She gave us some tips like sticking to 
the content of your story, and adapting 
the forms (choreography, composition 
and animation) to that. She told us to 
start researching on the combination of 
dance and music, experiment with their 
interaction as soon as possible, while 
doing theoretical research in a simulta-

neous path. 
The Infinity project of Marie

Marloeke van der Vlugt, also multi-disciplinary artist, mainly works on the interaction between the 
body, technology and her audience. She made us think about the eventual goal of our performan-
ce: did we want to give our audience an experience of (not) being home or show the different per-
ceptions of home of others/ ourselves in our work? So to have the communication between us and 
the audience or between us (Raya and Cedric). Furthermore she enhanced the use of space as a 
tool of transporting our meaning (a small comfort zone versus a big discomfort zone).

Hans Lasschuit, a teacher at iArts for multi-media and sound artist, introduced us to the technique 
of motion capturing via an Xbox 360 Kinect camera. The requirements we had towards this sys-
tems were that it had to be a stable and controllable system. The source coding was done using 
the open source program ‘Processing’ through which the signals of the Kinect camera would be 
processed into MIDI and OSC, in order to let the movements control an assigned parameter of a 
soundtrack (in this case the pitch). This research was an obstacle due to the unfamiliarity that we 
had with source coding. On the other hand, it upgraded our performance, because it was a valid 
form of translating our content into sound. 



Artistic research - MUSIC 2

How do I translate our content into music\sound?

To find a fit method to translate a story into musical composition, I concentrated on the technologi-
cal aspect of music composition and interactivity. I made environmental recordings of locations 
(Amsterdam Metro station for ex.) and situational sounds (keys clinging for ex.) and began disco-
vering different possibilities of composition. For this purpose I decided to use the DAW (Digital Au-
dio Workstation) Reaper, which enabled me to freely play around with the recordings. Hereby, I 
assigned tasks to myself such as capturing a certain emotion and story with a composition. One of 
the essential aims that I considered significant, was to extend musical composition from solely in-
struments to recording environmental samples. 

What inspired me here, was an ambient of home. What does ‘home’ sound like? Therefore i began 
to dive deeper into the associations that are made when listening to to a certain sound. This sound 
could range from music to the pure ambient of an environment, such as home. Composing diffe-
rent tracks with a variety of sounds, triggering associative imagery was the beginning of translating 
the content into form. Throughout the process of composing for the dance the sound samples and 
soundscapes became more precise, according to the associations we wanted to be made. I, from 
thereon, made conscious decisions about what sounds should appear at what point in time, in 
connection to the movements of Raya. 

Using the Kinect as an example: I composed a soundscape that resembled “curiosity” and 
programmed the Kinect to be able to control one of the track parameters, which resulted in a direct 
movement-sound interaction, with the intention to translate the content into the form of music, but 
let the movement shape the frame. 

Inspirations

One important aspect, in order to understand what capturing the “sound of home” signifies, was to 
get a better contextual knowledge about what sound is defined as in this century. Hereby, the book 
Sound: Documents of Contemporary Art by various cultural researchers and the book The 
Soundscape: The Tuning Of The World R. Murray Schafer were helpful sources.

I was inspired by artists such as Brian Eno, the creator of ambient music, and Pierre Schaeffer, 
who created musique concréte (specifically his piece Étude aux chemins de fer- trains). Their 
views seemed to support the idea of an unrestrictive way of musical communication. Due to this, I 
started to base my composition techniques less on structure and more on feeling, in order to com-
pose a story based on musicality, and not simply a piece of music. The perception that musicality is 
all around us if we listen carefully, aided the process of composition. Listening to specific notions in 
soundscape recordings while considering the triggering of emotions and memory, enabled me to 
grasp a more holistic view on sound. This, on the other hand, fused into the method of communica-
tion between the choreography and music. 



THE CONVERSATION
Production 

To actually start the production (during the last two weeks of the process), we needed to organize 
our own production schedule of where to work on what, like you can see in the following scheme: 

We also needed to investigate who was included in this production, so who are our stakeholders 
for this performance? (See the next page)



Next to that, we worked on our production purchases and finances:



And to inform our audience 
about the performance, we 
designed a flyer:



Reflection

Looking back at the process of our production, we learned about many aspects of executing an 
idea.

To start with, we realized a workspace was the highest priority for this phase. In order to organize 
this space, we needed to contact multiple organizations and individuals to find a room adequate to 
our budget. This was not the easiest task, since many rooms were overbooked, very expensive or 
not useful. Due to hitting this wall, we started to rehearse in the basement of Raya, but since its 
height is two meters, we were in need of more spatial room. By asking for help, we thankfully got 
to use the studio of Het Geluid (from Romy and Gable Roelofsen) in the Ainsi building, so for the 
last two weeks we had a good workspace. 

This brings us to the second learning process, which was asking for help. We had a very ambitious 
goal of creating this production by ourselves, while not being professionals in dance, music, 
motion-capture techniques, performing, directing and producing. By asking around within our net-
work, we got to know new people in the workfield, like students and professionals in modern 
dance, creating material from improvisation, theatrical interventions and technical communication. 
What surprised us, was the willingness of these professionals to support and guide us, because of 
their enthusiasm about our project. This increased our network and the quality of our performance. 

Having these different inputs, advices and workdays together with other people, we got closer to 
our own artistic mark. What do we find valuable? What ‘works’ according to us? Making our own 
product in this phase of the study was very exciting and challenging. It made us think about our 
personal preference or style in making art. 

About planning and scheduling time: we really underestimated the amount of time we needed for
experimentation with material, before we could set the eventual product. According to the U-theory 
(that we learned from one of our coaches), that is actually the most effective way to create a good 
performance. 3/4 of the production was experimentation and 1/4 was setting moves and sounds 
from that material. By playing an trying out different things, you eventually pick the most useful 
elements. 

During the execution of our performance at Ainsi, we primarily learned about communication. It 
was crucial to inform all the involved parties, including the other performers and producers of the 
dance festival, of which we were the side program. Talking to technicians about how, when and 
what equipment we needed for the production, organizing access to the rooms, communicating the 



actual schedule of the night etc. were all challenges that we faced. It was necessary to walk the 
extra mile and not only write an email once, but multiple times and talk face-to-face or call. 

Following up on communication: through our first performance, we concluded that it was good to 
set a framework for our audience, in which we explained the context of our work in comparison to 
the performance in the theater. We followed through on this in the second performance by handing 
out flyers prior and having a small introductory speech.  

All in all, a very productive and intense learning process during the 5th block of Interdisciplinary 
Arts. 

Cedric Wiegel & Raya van der Kroon
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• ‘Dance Composition’ - by Jacqueline Smith-Autard
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• ‘Performance and Technology’ Practices of virtual embodiment and interactivity - book by 

Susan Broadhurst and Josephine Machon
• ‘Rosas Shorts’ - 3 short films of choreographies by Anne Teresa De Kleermaeker 
• ‘A Choreographer’s Score’ - dossier and movie of choreographies by Anne Teresa De Kleer-

maeker and Bojana Cvejic

Music

• ‘Sound, documentation of contemporary art’ - by various authors
• ‘The soundscape: The tuning of the world’ - R. Murray Chafer

Home

• ‘The longest way home’ - http://www.thelongestwayhome.com/blog/how-to-live-overseas/what-
is-the-definition-of-home-2012-edition/

• TEDtalk Pico Iyer - http://www.ted.com/talks/pico_iyer_where_is_home/transcript?language=en
•  ‘What is home’ by prof. John D. Nystuen - http://www.ted.com/talks/pico_iyer_where_is_ho-

me/transcript?language=en - University of Michigan
• ‘Merriam Webster’ Dictionary

http://www.thelongestwayhome.com/blog/how-to-live-overseas/what-is-the-definition-of-home-2012-edition/
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